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61

ABSTRACT

62

Background: Periprosthetic joint infection (PJI) is a catastrophic complication following total hip

63

arthroplasty (THA). This meta-analysis aimed to identify the individual-related risk factors that

64

predispose patients to PJI undergoing THA.

65

Methods: We performed extensive literature retrieval fro m related databases fro m inception to

66

October 20, 2019. Patient-related risk factors were co mpared and grouped according to modifiable

67

factors (BMI, s moke and alcohol abuse), non- modifiable factors (gender, age), and medical h istory

68

characteristics, such as diabetes mellitus (DM), avascular necrosis (AVN) of femoral head, femo ral

69

neck fracture, rheumatoid arthrit is (RA), card iovascular disease (CVD), and osteoarthritis (OA) etc.

70

Meta-analysis was performed using risk ratios with 95% corresponding intervals. Sensitivity analysis

71

and publication bias were performed to assess the credibility of the results.

72

Results: Overall, 34 studies with 2,141,960 hips were included. By implementing cumulat ive

73

meta-analysis, we found that higher BMI significantly increased the rate of PJI after THA. Meanwh ile,

74

med ical characteristics co mprising DM, AVN, femoral neck fracture, RA, CVD, chronic pulmonary

75

disease and neurological disease, were also markedly associated with h igher PJI risk. Conversely,

76

dysplasia or dislocation, and OA were protective factors. Notably, female gender was protective for

77

PJI only after longer follow-up. Besides, age, smoking, alcohol abuse, previous joint surgery, renal

78

disease, hypertension, cancer and steroid use were not correlated with risk of PJI.

79

Conclusion: Our finding indicates that the main risk factors for PJI are high BMI, DM, AVN, femo ral

80

neck fracture, RA, CVD, chronic pulmonary disease, and neurological disease. Protective factors are

81

female gender, dysplasia/ dislocation and OA.

82
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91

Introduction

92

Total hip arthroplasty (THA) has served as a successful elective surgical procedure that provides

93

pain relief, restores joint function, and consequently enhances overall quality-of-life for millions of

94

patients worldwide [1-3]. Although most patients benefit significantly fro m this advanced technique,

95

there is still a minority of patients may suffer with device failu re and thus need mu ltiple additional

96

operations [4, 5].

97

Perip rosthetic joint infection (PJI) is defined as infection involving the joint prosthesis and

98

adjacent tissue. The incidence for PJI has been reported to range from 0.25% to 2.0% [6]. It is a rare

99

but devastating mo rbidity since it may jeopardize the results of the procedure, and even increase

100

mortality [1, 7]. Tremendous efforts have been invested and improvements in prosthesis material and

101

surgical technique have been achieved in THA in recent years [8]. Ho wever, the incidence of PJI is

102

still increasing across the globe alongside the increasing prevalence of revision surgery, morb id

103

obesity epidemic, and other comorbid ities. Treat ment for PJI usually consists of prolonged systemic

104

use of antibiotics, debridement and surgery, which may pose substantial burden of compro mised

105

function and impaired quality of life to patients [1, 6]. Moreover, patients with PJI are associated with

106

higher financial burden and greater med ical resource utilizat ion on the current health care system [9, 4,

107

10]. Therefore, identification of potential risk factors and the magnitude of its effects are of great

108

value for early detection and reduction of the incidence of PJI.

109

Nowadays, attention has been directed toward a plausible link between PJI and patients’

110

individual risk factors in addition to the surgical- and hospital-related factors. More recently,

111

emerg ing evidences have been reported concerning the potential patient-related risk factors for PJI,

112

such as obesity [11-13, 4, 14], diabetes mellitus (DM) [15, 14, 16, 17], male gender [18], rheu matoid

113

arthritis (RA) [19, 20], and pulmonary diseases [6, 21]. Ho wever, the power of these studies may be

114

impaired due to a limited number of recruited patients, discrepancy results and range of potential risk

115

factor studies. Besides, many of these risk factors were updated and even revised in recent years,

116

which may consolidate or oppose against the previous evidences. Moreover, optimizat ion of

117

modifiable risk factor fo r PJI should be attempted and put in emphasis in clin ical practice, while only

118

limited studies have separated the modifiable and non-modifiable risk factors to PJI. Given the

119

limitat ions and remained controversies abovementioned, we took into account all the available

120

literature and performed this updated meta-analysis, aiming to identify the potential individual risk
4

121

factors for PJI undergoing THA.

122
123

Materials and Methods

124

Literature Search Strategy

125

The MOOSE (Meta-analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemio logy) and PRISMA (Preferred

126

Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analysis) guidelines were followed for the

127

completion of this study [22, 23].

128

A co mputer-aided systematic literature retrieval was performed without restriction of language.

129

Databases including Pub med, Web of Science, and the Cochrane Library were searched fro m

130

inception to October 20th, 2019, with search terms in variab ly comb inations listed as follows: (“PJI”

131

OR “periprosthetic joint infection” OR “prosthetic joint infection” or “deep infection” OR “deep

132

surgical site infection”) AND (“surgical” OR “surgical approach” OR “surgical incision” OR

133

“incision”) AND (“THA” OR “THR” OR “total hip arthroplasty” OR “total hip replacement”).

134

Specially, only primary THAs were included in this meta-analysis.

135
136

Additionally, cross-references checking of each enrolled study were manually performed to
identify possible additional articles.

137

Articles with potentially relevant titles and abstracts were screened and scored firstly by two

138

independent investigators (CT and XLR). A third investigator (LQ) was consulted in the event of

139

discrepancies between the two reviewers. Afterwards, the full manuscripts may be read if the studies

140

could meet the inclusion criteria and the relevant information will be extracted.

141

Study Selection

142

Included studies met the follo wing criteria: 1) Quantitative observational studies including

143

prospective cohorts or retrospective case-control trials; 2) Studies reported odds ratio (ORs) o r risk

144

ratio (RRs) for d ichotomous risk factors and mean difference for continuous factors, or allo wed

145

calculation of ORs/ RRs fro m sufficient raw data; and 3) Risk factors must be demographic, co morb id,

146

behavioral, infectious, native joint disease, other patient-related risk factors.

147

Exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) Insufficient data to estimate a pooled RR; 2) Duplicated

148

data from the same authors, excluding the earlier and small studies; 3) Not focused on risk factors of

149

PJI; 4) Docu ments without original raw data, such as correspondences, editorial materials, and

150

reviews; 5) Not related to THA; and 6) Superficial infection.
5

151
152

Data Extraction and Methodological Quality Assessment

153

Two investigators carefully reviewed and screened the titles and abstracts independently to

154

identify elig ible studies as per the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The full text was read if necessary.

155

Information items extracted fro m enro lled trials included as follows: first author, year of publication,

156

location and investigation year of the study, study design, duration of follow-up (years), number of

157

participants involved, confounders adjusted, age, and gender. Demographic risk factors, including

158

behavioral risk factors, comorb id conditions, native joint d isease, and other patient-related risk factors

159

were searched for PJI.

160

Quality assessment was performed by using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) as previously

161

described [24].

162

Sensitivity Analysis

163

Sensitivity analysis was used to assess the robustness of the results and was planned based on the

164

risk o f bias assessment. A sensitivity analysis was performed for all the risk factors with substantial

165

heterogeneity. Meta-regression was done for gender and DM.

166

Statistical analysis

167

This meta-analysis was conducted by using the STATA software (Stata 12.0) and Review

168

Manager (RevMan 5.3). Due to variab ility in the populations and risk factors of included studies,

169

random-effects models were adopted for meta-analysis. Data were categorized and analy zed by

170

groups of risk factors.

171
172

The heterogeneity across the eligib le studies was quantified usin g I2 statistic. Meta-regression
was done to explore heterogeneity and determine the causes of heterogeneity.

173
174

Results

175

Search Results and Study Identification

176

A total of 3,899 articles were collected by search strategy fro m PubMed, Web of science , and the

177

Cochrane lib rary. After assessment according to the inclusion eligibility criteria, 34 studies

178

comprising 2,141,960 hips in total were finally recruited in this meta-analysis (Figure 1). Art icles

179

with irrelevant topics like those without risk factors, reviews, meeting abstracts and papers with

180

duplicate reports or unavailab le data were excluded. Particularly, 75 studies which investigated risk
6

181

factors of PJI both in total knee arthroplasty (TKA) and THA were excluded because the data of only

182

THA could not be extracted. A mong the included articles, eight were published in Asia-Pacific region,

183

including Australia, Ko rea and Malaysia. Besides, ten studies were performed in the USA and sixteen

184

in Europe including UK, Finland, Spain, Italy, Netherlands, Swit zerland, Belgiu m and Portugal. A ll

185

studies were published between 2001 and 2018 except two performed by Surin [25] and Vannini [15],

186

which were published in 1983 and 1984, respectively. The investigation years ranged fro m 1969 to

187

2016. Study design included prospective case-control, prospective cohort, retrospective case-control

188

and retrospective cohort studies. The mean ± standard deviation of follow -up time was 3.32± 2.95

189

years. The methodological quality was evaluated by NOS scores and calculated total quality scores

190

ranged fro m 5 to 8 (Table S1). All the characteristics details of included studies were demonstrated in

191

Table 1.

192

Effect of modifiable Individual Factors on the Incidence of PJI

193

Modifiable individual risk factors among studies were compared in terms of BMI (body mass

194

index), smo ke and alcohol abuse. Eighteen studies were included in the BMI co mparison. Subgroup

195

analyses were further adopted according to different cut-off values, in wh ich the patients were

196

stratified by 30, 35 and 40 kg/ m2 cut-off value group. All the pooled RRs and 95% CI were shown in

197

Table 2. In all the subgroups based on BMI cut-off value, the results indicated that higher BMI was

198

associated with higher incidence of PJI (Figure 2A). The pooled RR (95% CI) of smo ke and alcohol

199

comparisons were 1.24 (0.85-1.82) (Figure 2B) and 2.84 (0.81-10.02) (Figure 2C), respectively,

200

which suggested that smoke and alcohol abuse were not risk factors relating to PJI.

201

The heterogeneity in BMI and smo ke analysis groups were not significant ( I2 <50%, P>0.05).

202

Although results exhib ited significant heterogeneity (I2 =66.7%, P=0.083), the few nu mber of the

203

included studies were not enough to analyze the source of heterogeneity.

204

Effect of Non-modifi able Indivi dual Factors on the Incidence of PJI

205

Gender and age were analy zed as non-modifiable individual factors to exp lore their effects on

206

the incidence of PJI. Meta-analysis of gender factor included data from 18 studies. The forest plot of

207

overall pooled RRs (Figure 3A) showed no significant difference in the prevalence of PJI between the

208

male and female groups (RR=1.15, 95% CI: 1.00-1.32) under a rando m-effects model. Since obvious

209

heterogeneity was observed (I2 =84.8%, p<0.001), subgroup analyses were further performed to

210

identify the possible varieties, in wh ich the patients were stratified by location, follow -up duration
7

211

(years), study design and confounders adjustment (Table 3). Univariate meta-regressions showed

212

significant relevance between the incidence of PJI and study design (p=0.022). Seven studies from

213

prospective studies group revealed that male had higher risk suffering fro m PJI than female (1.39

214

1.13-1.72). Whereas, retrospective study group still had no significant difference (0.997, 0.81-1.23)

215

(Figure 3C). Besides, long-term follow-up duration (≥3years) also showed that female gender was a

216

protective risk factor (1.35, 1.13-1.62) of PJI after THA, as shown in Figure 3B.

217

Seven studies reported data regarding relevance between different age stages and the incidence

218

of PJI. The overa ll pooled RR and 95% CI (0.85, 0.71-1.01) were calcu lated using a random model

219

and results exh ibited heterogeneity (I2 =59.0%, P=0.023) in some degree (Figure 3D). It indicates that

220

more evidence is needed to confirm age as a risk factor of PJI.

221

Effect of Medical History Characteristics on the Incidence of PJI

222

Fourteen medical h istory characteristics reported in studies were associated with PJI, and details

223

were presented in Table 4. Fifteen studies exhibited the effect of diabetes mellitus (DM) on the

224

incidence of PJI (Figure 4A). The overall pooled RR and corresponding 95% CI (1.75, 1.32-2.32) was

225

calculated using a random model and results showed obvious heterogeneity (I2 =87.4%, p <0.001).

226

Similarly, subgroup analyses were performed to find potentially exp licab le variety (Figure S1).

227

Furthermore, meta-analysis results indicated that avascular necrosis (AVN) of femo ral head (Figure

228

4B), femo ral neck fracture (Figure 4C), rheumatoid arthrit is (RA) (Figure 4D), card iac vascular

229

disease (CVD) (Figure 4E), chronic pu lmonary disease (Figure 4F), neurological diseases including

230

dementia and Parkinson's disease (Figure 4G) were significant risk factors of the incidence of PJI

231

after THA. While the comparisons about osteoarthritis (OA) vs. non-OA, and dysplasia or dislocation

232

vs. non groups showed the opposite effects on PJI, imp licating that OA and dysplasia/dislocation

233

could be served as protective factors for PJI (Figure 5) . Additionally, there was not enough evidence

234

to prove the previous joint surgery, renal disease, hypertension, cancer, and steroid use history

235

associating with PJI (Figure S2). The details of the above pooled RRs, 95% CI and heterogeneity

236

analysis were revealed in Table 4.

237

Sensitivity Analysis

238

Sensitivity analysis was perfo rmed to assess whether the pooled results were credib le. In BM I

239

comparison, sensitivity analysis illustrated that excluding the study by Lenguerrand et al. [26]

240

changed the original results and the modified pooled RR (95%CI) was 2.44 ( 2.07-2.86) after
8

241

excluding this study (Figure 6A). Ho wever, the significance of BMI in predicting PJI risk was not

242

altered, indicating that high BMI was still positively correlated with increased PJI risk.

243

Publication Bias

244

Funnel plots, Egger’s and Begg’s tests were performed to evaluate the publication bias of the

245

included studies, visually and statistically. BMI co mparison had publication b ias (P=0.009 with

246

Egger's test). RR and 95% CI (2.028, 1.852-2.22) were mod ified with trimming and filled method

247

(Figure 6B, 6C). In addition, DM co mparison also had publication bias (P=0.029 with Begg’s test).

248

Trimming and filled method was further applied to modify RR with corresponding 95% CI (1.714,

249

1.293-2.271) (Figure S1E, S1F).

250
251

Discussion

252

Our systematic review focus on the patient-related factors associated with PJI, other than

253

surgical- or hospital-related factors. The main finding of this meta-analysis was that the high BMI was

254

the main risk factor fo r PJI. Additionally, DM and other co morbid ities, such as AVN, RA, CVD,

255

chronic pulmonary disease, and neurological disease were also pivotal risk factors for PJI. On the

256

contrary, dysplasia or dislocation, OA were protective factors. Besides, female gender was protective

257

after long follow-up duration (≥3 years). Moreover, age, smo king, alcohol abuse and other med ical

258

history such as previous joint surgery, renal disease, hypertension, cancer and steroid use were not

259

correlated with risk of PJI.

260

Obesity poses a majo r health challenge worldwide [1]. Consistent with previous finding [27, 18],

261

our data showed that patients with a BMI greater than 40, 35, o r 30 had a 3.64, 2.46, or 2.02–fo ld

262

higher risk of PJI co mpared with those counterparts with less BMI, respectively. Obese patients are

263

more prone to increased risk of PJI in the peri-operative setting, which may be attributed to prolonged

264

operative and anesthetic time, higher risk of colonizat ion for C. avidum in the groin [11], longer

265

hospital stay and high readmission rates within 30 days [9]. Besides, being obese is usually correlated

266

with higher presence of other commod ities including metabolic syndrome, wound dehiscence, and

267

heart disease [1]. Notably, we found that the PJI risk increased exponentially along with BMI value.

268

Similarly, Xu C et al. demonstrated that each one-unit increase in BMI was correlated with an 8%

269

higher risk of PJI [4], thus the morbidly obese patients (BMI 40 kg/m2 ) may have the highest

270

likelihood of comp licat ions [13]. Another study also confirmed that all-cause revision rater after
9

271

primary TJA doubled in patients with BMI ≥35 kg/ m2 , and even tripled in morb idly obese patients

272

when compared with the controls [28, 7]. Accordingly, the increased risk of obesity should be

273

weighed against the benefits of THA [7].

274

The relationship between DM and PJI has been well-established with a projected increase for

275

years [29, 27, 18]. Ou r study showed that, comparing with non-DM patients, those undergoing THA

276

with DM carried 1.75-fo ld greater risk of PJI (1.75, 1.32-2.32). Further stratified analyses, such as

277

location, study design or analyses method, did not alter the unfavorable predictive value of DM on PJI

278

risk. Epidemiological studies have identified that DM pred isposes patients to PJI, probably due to

279

increased infection rate of bacteria, impaired immune response, and postoperative hyperglycemia [30].

280

HbA1c is a widely used biomarker fo r diagnosis and monitoring of type 2 DM [17]. Recently,

281

Cancienne JM et al. reviewed 7,736 patients who underwent THA, and identified that HbA1c of 7.5

282

mg/dl could serve as a threshold for prediction of PJI after THA [10].

283

Both two studies reported the association between AVN or femoral neck fracture and PJI, and the

284

pooled results indicated a 1.65 or 1.75-times increased risk of PJI than non-group, respectively. In

285

contrast, four studies demonstrated the relationship between OA and PJI risk, and the calculated RR

286

with corresponding CI was 0.70 (0.62-079), suggesting a protective role of OA in PJI. It is generally

287

accepted that patients underwent THA for AVN are mo re likely to have read mission and surgical

288

complications including bleed ing transfusion [31]. Meanwhile, patients with femoral neck fracture

289

undergoing THA also confer to higher rate of dislocation, infection and reoperation [32], wh ich may

290

be accountable for the increased potential of PJI [33]. OA refers to a co mmon degenerative joint

291

disease, and contribute to a majority cause for THA. However, co mpared with other commodit ies,

292

patients with OA seem to have decreased occurrence of PJI after surgery. Another meta -analysis

293

consisting of 37 studies reached a similar conclusion, showing that OA was protective factor in

294

predicting PJI after THA/TKA [18]. Besides, Mayers W et al. searched the patients’ profiles with

295

primary THA in US fro m 2001-2010, and found that patient underwent THA fo r OA have lesser

296

medical complications and lower incidence for myocardial infarction than those with AVN [34].

297

RA and CVD have been reported as independent risk factors for PJI [3, 35]. Consistently, our

298

results showed that PJI incidence were 1.41 or 1.52 times higher in patients reporting a history of RA

299

or CVD, respectively. Patients with RA are more susceptible to PJI thought to be secondary to

300

immune-suppressive therapies and poor nutritional conditions [18, 20]. Meanwh ile, patient with CVD
10

301

are recommended to receive aggressive anticoagulation therapy, such as aspirin or warfarin, may

302

marked ly increases risk of b leeding and wound hemato ma after THA [1, 35], and thereby increase PJI

303

rate [18].

304

Moreover, our study showed that patients with chronic pulmonary had 1.22–fold higher risk of

305

PJI, and neurological d isease may even double the risk of PJI (1.93, 1.03-3.60) when compared with

306

non-group, which is in accordance with the published literature [18, 3, 35]. A meta-analysis conducted

307

by Resende VAC et al. [18] showed that chronic lung disease significantly increased the risk for PJI

308

after TJA. In addition to THA/TKA, another large mu lti-institutional retrospective study comprising

309

6,977 patients also revealed a significant positive association between chronic lung disease and total

310

ankle arthroplasties (TAA) [36]. More recently, a meta-analysis with eight studies enrolled further

311

confirmed that increased risk of PJI following TAA for patients with lung disease [37].

312

Gender shows conflicting results among the selected studies. A number of studies have

313

demonstrated that male patients are more vulnerable to PJI co mpared to women [18, 33]. Whereas

314

other studies have refuted this, claiming wo men had an elevated risk of deep infection than men [38,

315

39]. Ou r results showed that gender was not markedly correlated with PJI risk (1.15, 1.00-1.32).

316

However, subgroup analyses showed that male patients had a higher risk of PJI after longer fo llo w-up

317

years (1.35, 1.13-1.62) or in prospective studies (1.39, 1.13-1.72). It is worth noting that male patients

318

seem to co incide with higher incidence of unfavorable behavioral factors, which may result in

319

increased risk of PJI. Therefore, more studies are needed to claim the association between gender and

320

PJI.

321

The impact of age has been controversial among the enrolled studies. In general, o lder patients

322

are more prone to postoperative infection caused by less competent immunity [5], malnutrit ion status

323

[30] and co mplex medical co mo rbidit ies [8]. On the contrary, a mu lt i-center analysis of 623,253 joint

324

replacements claimed that younger age was closely correlated with elevate d PJI [26], wh ich may be

325

attributed to active use cycles of imp lants, higher possibility of infect ion and revision surgery [30].

326

Besides, another meta-analysis with 2,470,827 patients also demonstrated older age was a protective

327

factor in TJA [18]. Interestingly, we found that age had not direct influence on risk rate of PJI (0.85,

328

0.71-1.01), wh ich was consistent with the results concluded by Kunutsor SK et al [40]. Recently, a

329

single-center retrospective study comprising 23,966 patients also demonstrated that age alone was not

330

a risk factor for PJI after adjusting for confounding variables [8], indicat ing that other covariates
11

331

should be taken into account for assessing the relationship between age and PJI. Future studies are

332

needed to further address these findings by adequately controlling the confounders.

333

Previous meta-analyses have demonstrated that smoking and alcohol abuse may result in

334

increased risk PJI. Therefore, it is of great importance to encourage smo king and alcohol cessation

335

during peri-operation period, and some reports suggested a 4-6 week cessation prior to surgery may

336

be effective [1]. Specifically, excessive smoking was documented as to increase incidence of infection,

337

mainly due to impaired wound-healing capacity, disrupted immune response, as well as n icotine or

338

carbon mono xide-mediated vasoconstriction, soft-tissue hypo-perfusion, hypoxia, and thrombi

339

formation [1]. While alcohol could affect the immune system and contribute to impaired phagocytic

340

function [30]. In addition, alcohol abuse is a deleterious factor for developing cirrhosis, which may in

341

turn increase risk of infection [30]. Intriguing, our pooled results showed that smoking and alcohol

342

abuse were not correlated with PJI following THA. Ho wever, it should be noted that smoking may

343

contribute to synergistic effect on elevated risk of PJI (3.54-fold) for patients with obesity [41, 4].

344

Accordingly, caution is still warranted when considering a THA in tobacco and alcohol users. More

345

trials are still needed to extensively elucidate the underlying mechanism between smoking/ alcohol

346

abuse and PJI.

347

It is imperat ive that both the surgeons and patients understand and identify the modifiable risk

348

factors prior to THA so that they could make prudent decisions in the perioperative management,

349

mitigate the risk of PJI, and therefore decrease the enormous financial and social burden of PJI [1, 9].

350

The findings in this meta-analysis, along with advanced diagnostic and treatment approaches, will

351

allo w the development of prevention strategies and increase th e adherence to the clinical practice.

352

Taken together, these results may offer a help in developing guidelines on prevention of PJI after

353

THA, and eventually establishing strategies to control it.

354

However, it should be noted that some limitations remain to be addressed. First, most of the

355

studies were retrospective, giving rise to a co mparative low quality of ev idence as per the NOS score.

356

In addition, high proportion of retrospective studies would lead to inherent bias inevitably [42].

357

Second, number of included hips among the selected studies ranged from 33 to 1,158,742, the

358

inclusion of these studies may lead to bias and confounding within our results. Third, the RRs were

359

not adjusted to include more part icipants. Fourth, the follow -up time was heterogeneous among

360

studies with a range fro m 0.25 to 10 years, and d id not differentiate time of onset of infection after
12

361

primary arthroplasty. Fifth, the races vary among the selected studies, which may lead to

362

discrepancies between various studies [30]. Lastly, another relevant issue and potential confounder of

363

the results was the different diagnostic tools for PJI used in the original studies and the lack of a risk

364

factor definition in the eligible studies, except for obesity was defined as BMI.

365

Conclusion

366

Taken together, this meta-analysis identified significant risk factors for PJI associated with THA

367

are high BMI, DM, AVN, femo ral neck fracture, RA, CVD, chronic pulmonary disease, and

368

neurological d isease, while protective factors include female gender, OA and dysplasia/ dislocation.

369

We therefore suggest optimization of mod ifiable risk factors such as BMI for reducing the risk of PJI

370

in clinical practice.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1. PRISMA Flow diagram showing the study selection process.

Figure 2. Forest plots of the meta-analysis of modifiab le risk factors, including BMI (A), s moking (B),
and alcohol abuse (C) as risk factors for periprosthetic joint infect ion following total hip arthroplasty.
The diamond squares represent the pooled risk ratios (RRs) and corresponding 95% confidence
intervals (CIs), while the squares and horizontal lines demonstrate the proportional weight and 95% CI
of each included study, respectively.

Figure 3. Forest plots of the meta-analysis of non-modifiab le risk factors, including gender (A) and age
(D) as risk factors for perip rosthetic jo int infection (PJI) following total hip arthroplasty. Subgroup
analysis for gender with different follow-up duration (B) or study design (C) were further shown to
identify the possible association between gender with PJI.

Figure 4. Fo rest plots of the meta-analysis of medical history characteristics, including diabetes
mellitus (A), avascular necrosis (B), femoral neck fracture (C), rheu matoid arthrit is (D), cardiac
vascular disease (E), chronic pu lmonary disease (F), and neurological diseases (G) as risk factors for
periprosthetic joint infection following total hip arthroplasty.

Figure 5. Forest plots of the meta-analysis of medical h istory characteristics, including dysplasia or
dislocation (A), and osteoarthritis (B) as risk factors for periprosthetic joint infection following total
hip arthroplasty.

Figure 6. Sensitivity analysis (A), and Begg’s funnel p lot (B) of the outcome: BMI. Funnel p lot after
modified with trimmed and filled method (C) of the outcome: BMI.

Figure S1. Subgroup analysis for diabetes mellitus (DM) with different location (A), Fo llo w-up years
(B), study design (C) or confounders adjusted (D) were shown to identify the possible association
between DM with PJI after total hip arthroplasty (THA ). Begg ’s funnel p lot (E) and funnel p lot after
modified using trimmed and filled method (F) of the outcome: DM.
20

Figure S2. Forest plots of the meta-analysis of medical history characteristics, including previous joint
surgery (A), renal d isease (B), hypertension (C), cancer (D), and steroid use (E) as risk factors for
periprosthetic joint infection following total hip arthroplasty.
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Figures

Figure 1
PRISMA Flow diagram showing the study selection process.

Figure 2
Forest plots of the meta analysis of modi able risk factors, including BMI (A), smoking (B), and alcohol
abuse (C) as risk factors for periprosthetic joint infection following total hip arthroplasty. The diamond
squares represent the pooled risk ratios (RRs) and corresponding 95% con dence intervals (CIs), while the
squares and horizontal lines demonstrate the proportional weight and 95% CI of each included study,
respectively.

Figure 3
Forest plots of the meta analysis of non modi able risk factors, including gender (A) and age (D) as risk
factors for periprosthetic joint infection (PJI) following total hip arthroplasty. Subgroup analysis for
gender with different follow up duration (B) or study design (C) were further shown to identify the
possible association between gender with PJI.

Figure 4
Forest plots of the meta analysis of medical history characteristics, including diabetes mellitus (A),
avascular necrosis (B), femoral neck fracture (C), rheumatoid arthritis (D), cardiac vascular disease (E),
chronic pulmonary disease (F), and neurological diseases (G) as risk factors for periprosthetic joint
infection following total hip arthroplasty.

Figure 5
Forest plots of the meta analysis of medical history characteristics, including dysplasia or dislocation (A),
and osteoarthritis (B) as risk factors for periprosthetic joint infection following total hip arthroplasty.

Figure 6
Sensitivity analysis (A), and Begg’s funnel plot (B) of the outcome: BMI. Funnel plot after modi ed with
trimmed and lled method (C) of the outcome: BMI.
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